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WRATH PLAGUE BLOODLUST

    Earning a Chaos god’s 

displeasure, all attacks directed at 

the enemy unit seem to strike truer 

and hit with extra force.  

    All Troop attacks directed at the 

target unit gain a +1 modifier to 

any rolls to inflict the damage.  

    All Individuals (characters, 

creatures, etc.) roll 1 additional D6 

when attacking the unit.

    Cost is 3 magic points.

     The target unit or applicable 

piece of terrain immediately suffers 

the effects of Plague (2:7.19).     

     This spell may be cast onto units 

that are engaged in Melee Combat.  

     This effect will last multiple 

turns until the token is removed, or 

until the caster chooses another 

target for the spell.

     Place one token on the unit for 

every 3 magic points.

     The target friendly unit may 

make an immediate move, 

provided that the move ends with 

the unit now engaged in melee 

combat.  

     If the unit can not enter melee 

combat, it may not make this 

move.   

     The unit may move 1 inch for 

every magic point spent on the 

spell.
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CORRUPTION CHOSEN HOST DISFIGURING MUTATION
     The Caster attempts to control the 

target until.   May be cast into units that 

are engaged in Melee Combat against 

the caster.

     The controlling player rolls a D6 to 

see they avoid corruption.  If a Priest is 

attached, add a +1 to the roll.  If  failed, 

the Priest  suffers a wound.  Even if the 

unit passes the test, it will suffer a -1 

Morale modifier for the rest of the turn.

    Spell Points    D6 Result to Avoid 

               1-2                            2+

               3-4                            3+

                 5+                            4+

Target a friendly Character.  

Range is double the caster’s usual 

distance.  

   Roll a D6 to see what type of Demon 

possesses the character.

     During subsequent magic turns, the 

caster may choose to let the spell end, 

or must put a minimum of 6 magic 

points in to maintain the possession.  

See more details in Section 18:7.5 in 

Book Ten.

Cost is 6 magic points.

     Target unit must be Troops.  They 

may be engaged in Melee Combat.  Roll 

a D6 to see what transformation they 

suffer.  The effects only last for the turn.

1:  Movement reduced by half.

2-3:  -1 modifier to Morale. 

4-5:  -1 modifier to melee attacks.

6:  Armor Value reduced by 1 

     While mutated, no Characters may 

join the unit without passing a 

Leadership Check (5+ on D6).  

     Cost is 4 magic points.
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ROT FURY DARK ENERGY BOLT

     For the remainder of the turn, the 

unit loses any Ranged attack or Melee 

Combat attack bonuses, and any special 

rules or modifiers that are not the result 

of a spell.  

     The unit may not make missile 

attacks, and armor value is reduced to 

‘1’.   

Cost is variable: 

Peasants & Yeomen: 3 magic pts

Knights:                               4 magic pts

Individuals:                      1 magic pt  

                                                  per 3 

Vitality

     The target unit and its Melee 

Combat opponent immediately 

fight a round of Melee Combat.  

Cost is 4 magic points. 

     The caster rolls 1 die per point 

spent to cast the spell.  

     Each result of 5+ causes damage 

against the target.  

     Armor does not modify the roll.
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MADNESS BLOOD SHOWERS COUNTER-MAGIC

     The target must pass a Morale 

Check (against a creature), or 

immediately move in a random 

direction (9:8) and suffer the 

effects as if a Creature that has 

gone Berserk (9:7) for the 

remainder of this turn.  

     Cost is 6 Magic Points.

     The target unit is hit with a 

shower of blood and gore.    

     The unit must pass a Morale 

Check or it suffers a 

-2 modifier to all Ranged and 

Melee attacks it makes during this 

turn, and Movement is reduced by 

half.     

     If the unit is flying and fails the 

check, it must also land 

immediately.

Cost is 4 Magic Points.

    Reduces the strength of an 

enemy’s spell by 1 for every 1 

magic point spent on Counter-

Magic.  

    The caster using Counter-Magic 

must be within range of either the 

enemy caster, or the target of the 

spell.
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